BULL SESSION
College Playoffs
Set Next Week
By BUDDY HERZ

Surprise, we're back for another semester... unfortunately. But you know how things are, and the four fives two sixes and seven wouldn't transfer so we're stuck... unfortunately. But Rice is nice and TU nicer...

College Playoffs

Basketball play is done—except for the college playoffs. The Unknowns played the Big Blue for the intramural title last night— but because the editor wouldn't hold the paper for the results, we don't know who won— or for that matter who in the hell cares... remember, the winner gets to play the varsity left-handed... we're not slamming the varsity, we just don't think the winner could play the varsity left-handed.

Will Rice vs. Baker

Next Tuesday Will Rice Colleg (stud, stud, stud) takes on Baker College which is under investigation by the Sports Staff for illegal recruiting for football intramurals— Watch out Sam Denny, 1958 coach of the year. That's to be at 7 pm—the game that is. Then at 8, everybody's favorite history professor's mighty men (for those of you who don't know, it's Hanssen...) take on Wiess College. Last year Wiess reigned supreme in the College tourney.

The Tops
Wesley Stokes—World Walkers 63
Dan Malin—Zephyrs 61
Charles Williams—Sack Honuds 33
Jon Walker—Dunkers 52
Charlie Masters—Unknown 50

Oh yes, yes, yes or no. Volleyball, handball doubles (novice and regular) and Badminton doubles entries close this Saturday, Feb. 7. And Jaque Barker says: "Fello-o-o-ws, all the regular scheduled matches in Table Tennis and Handball singles must be completed by this Saturday, too. All matches not played will be forfeited, and the best record will be the winner... that is, the guy with the best record... unfortunately.
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On the finer side of things, RG basketball is over and Queenie Hahamis is happy... she’s got a champion. You should see her... she is happy, so happy, yes... she’s got a champion. It’s the Frantic Frosh who as champs of the Tuesday League bye byed into the finals while the Pooped Pros were defeating the EBs 24-17. Then the FF skimmed over the PP 36-32. How jolly good.

Zoroaster?

Therefore using the Claudius Claperon plug, setting it equal to the year Zoroaster took to the woods, integrating on the Argon diagram with the help of the rho, and then taking the second Gibbs function and log rho to the derivative of the partner’s equity, we find that the FF are the champs... unfortunately. We don’t really care who wins, but durn it all this news clutters up the bull.